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Introduction

Poquoson’s local government services are increasingly vulnerable to sea level rise. Ninety percent of Poquoson is in the 100 year floodplain,\(^1\) including forty-eight miles of Poquoson’s roads, the police station, fire station, and five schools.\(^2\) Poquoson’s Multi-Hazard Mitigation plan cautions that Poquoson’s sewers are subject to flooding and could be vulnerable to future sea level rise.\(^3\) With these public assets at risk and limited relocation possibilities,\(^4\) Poquoson may decide to stop maintaining public services to avoid expensive maintenance necessitated by sea level rise.

If Poquoson stops maintaining existing road, drainage, erosion, and flood control works, water services, sewer services, or emergency services, Poquoson could face lawsuits claiming that Poquoson has a duty to maintain these services. Although the outcome of a lawsuit will depend on the individual case, Poquoson may be liable for the failure to maintain roads and sewer services. Poquoson could avoid liability for the failure to maintain roads by following the procedures to discontinue roads outlined in Virginia Code § 15.2-2006. A court is unlikely to hold Poquoson liable for lawsuits alleging failure to maintain drainage, erosion, and flood control works, water services, or emergency services. A court is also unlikely to hold Poquoson liable for discretionary decisions about roads, sewer services, and emergency services.

---

**Poquoson’s Risk of Negligence Liability**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Poquoson may be liable for:</th>
<th>Poquoson is unlikely to be liable for:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Failure to maintain roads.</td>
<td>• Failure to maintain discontinued roads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Failure to maintain sewer services.</td>
<td>• Failure to maintain drainage, erosion, and flood control works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Failure to maintain water services, if it provides these services in the future instead of contracting for them.</td>
<td>• Failure to maintain water services, although it may be liable if it provides these services itself instead of contracting for them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Failure to maintain emergency services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Discretionary decisions about roads, water, sewer, and emergency services.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Analysis**

Poquoson’s actions and inactions pertaining sea level rise could be challenged by injured businesses and property owners using a negligence theory of tort liability. A successful negligence claim must prove four elements:

1. The city had a duty;
2. The city breached that duty;
Poquoson’s Duty to Maintain Existing Services

Poquoson may have a duty to:
- Maintain roads.
- Maintain sewer services.
- Maintain emergency services.
- Maintain water services, if it provides these services in the future instead of contracting for them.

Poquoson may not have a duty to:
- Maintain discontinued roads.
- Maintain water services, although its contractor, Newport News Waterworks, may have a duty to maintain.
- Maintain drainage, erosion, and flood control works.

Poquoson’s Duty to Maintain Services Depends on the Service Involved

Poquoson may have a duty to maintain existing services depending on the service involved. Poquoson has a duty to maintain roads unless it follows the procedures to discontinue roads. Poquoson may also have a duty to maintain sewer services. Poquoson may not have a duty to maintain drainage, erosion, and flood control works, water services, or emergency services.

Poquoson Must Maintain Roads Unless it Follows Procedures to Discontinue Them

Poquoson has a duty to maintain roads in a safe condition but can vacate this duty through statutory procedures. Cities must keep their roads safe for travel and repair roads if the city has notice of unsafe conditions. The duty to maintain roads extends to dangerous conditions adjacent to a road that could affect road travel. Sea level rise can affect roads by causing more frequent flooding, road base failure, and pavement damage. Poquoson has many low lying roads and must repair roads damaged from sea level rise if Poquoson knows about the unsafe conditions.

Poquoson does not have to ensure road safety during and immediately after snow or hurricane emergencies if Poquoson prioritizes its emergency responses to further citizens’ welfare. Flooding events made worse by sea level rise are weather emergencies similar to snowstorms and hurricanes. Poquoson likely does not have a duty to maintain road safety during and immediately after flooding if Poquoson is diverting emergency response resources to saving lives, restoring public utilities, monitoring storm damage, or other emergency responses furthering citizens’ welfare.

3. The city’s breach caused harm; and

4. Damages resulted from the harm.

Poquoson can defend negligence claims by refuting any of these elements or by asserting sovereign immunity. The following sections analyze potential negligence claims alleging the failure to maintain existing roads, drainage, erosion, and flood control works, water services, sewer services, and emergency services. Challenges using a nuisance theory of tort liability are not addressed in this paper.
Poquoson can discontinue its duty to maintain roads under Virginia Code § 15.2-2006. Discontinued roads remain available for public use but are not publicly maintained. The procedures to discontinue roads are:

1. The person that wants to discontinue a road must advertise a hearing about the discontinuance in a local newspaper two times at least six days apart.
2. The city council must hold the public hearing.
3. The city council may create a small committee to review and report on any inconvenience that will result from the discontinuance.
4. Finally, after notifying affected landowners, the city council can decide to discontinue the road. If the city council discontinues a road, they must pass an ordinance recording the discontinuance.

Virginia cities successfully defended discontinuing roads in at least two cases. Virginia courts grant ordinances discontinuing roads deference. In *Erichsen v. City of Norfolk*, a court upheld Norfolk’s action discontinuing an unimproved road because citizens could still access their homes as pedestrians and the discontinuance promoted the public interest. While *Erichsen* concerned only an unimproved road, *City of Lynchburg v. Peters* discontinued portions of two active roads. These examples show that Poquoson can discontinue roads with repetitive flood damage because saving road maintenance costs serves the public interest and residents can still use the road for access. While discontinuing a road will not incur tort liability, takings liability should be analyzed, especially if residents cannot continue using the road for access.

Poquoson Does Not have a Duty to Maintain Erosion, Drainage, and Flood Works

Poquoson does not have a duty to build or maintain drainage, erosion, or flood control works. Virginia Code § 15.2-970 states that cities “may construct a dam, levee, seawall, or other structure or device . . . to prevent the tidal erosion, flooding or inundation [of the city],” and thus does not require Poquoson to build these works. If Poquoson chooses to build drainage, erosion, or flood control works, Virginia Code § 15.2-970 immunizes cities from negligent design, construction, performance, maintenance, and operation of these works. Several Virginia courts extend this immunity to cover storm water drainage systems. Although older Virginia Supreme Court cases require localities to maintain drainage works, Virginia Code § 15.2-970 explicitly immunizes cities that do not maintain drainage, erosion, or flood control works. Thus, Poquoson does not have a duty in tort to maintain existing drainage, erosion, or flood control works.

Poquoson may still want to maintain existing erosion, flood, or drainage to avoid takings liability. This paper does not analyze takings liability. However, Virginia Code § 15.2-970 does not bar takings claims and *Livingston v. Virginia Department of Transportation* indicates that the Virginia Supreme Court may hold the government liable for its failure to have adequate drainage and flood protection in certain circumstances. Please see VCPC’s separate white paper on the *Livingston* case for further analysis.
Poquoson Does Not have a Duty to Maintain Water Services
Poquoson does not currently provide water itself and thus does not have a duty to maintain existing water services. Virginia courts require cities to maintain the water services they provide. This rule requiring cities to maintain water services does not apply to Poquoson because Poquoson contracts with Newport News Waterworks to provide and maintain water services. Localities are not generally liable for the negligence of parties with whom they contract. Thus, Poquoson does not have a duty to maintain water services because it contracts with Newport News Waterworks to provide and maintain water services. If sea level rise causes saltwater intrusion that corrodes water pipes, Newport News Waterworks has a duty to repair the pipes.

Even though Poquoson does not provide water services itself, property owners damaged from leaking water pipes might try to sue both Newport News Waterworks and Poquoson. Further research about the relationship between Poquoson and Newport News Waterworks is necessary to confirm that Newport News Waterworks has the sole duty to maintain Poquoson’s water services. Further research is also necessary to determine whether Poquoson must provide water services itself if Newport News Waterworks stops providing water services because of costs associated with sea level rise.

Poquoson Must Maintain Sewer Services
Poquoson has a duty to maintain sewer services. Virginia courts require cities to maintain their sewer systems. Poquoson has a public sewer system and generally requires structures within 1000 feet of the system to connect. Sewer systems are vulnerable to sea level rise because saltwater intrusion can cause backflow and corrode pipes. If saltwater intrusion causes backflow or corrodes pipes, Poquoson must repair its sewer systems.

While Poquoson must maintain its sewer services, Poquoson can try to limit maintenance costs by contracting with another entity to provide sewer services. Additionally, Poquoson can pay for increasing sewer maintenance costs by reasonably raising sewer fees.

Poquoson Must Maintain Emergency Services
Poquoson has a duty to maintain emergency services. Virginia Code § 15.2-955 requires localities to “seek to ensure that emergency medical services are maintained throughout the entire locality.” Poquoson does not need to provide emergency services itself. Poquoson can contract with other entities to provide emergency services within Poquoson.

Poquoson could construe Virginia law to allow prioritization of emergency services during an emergency like a hurricane or nor’easter. Virginia statutes allow localities to regulate emergency services. Virginia statutes require cities to adopt emergency operations plans and allow cities to restrict services during an emergency. If Poquoson prioritized emergency response services through legislation or its emergency services plan, it may be able to prioritize services in certain locations to ensure the safety of residents and emergency responders. The Poquoson Emergency Operations Plan acknowledges that transportation may be difficult during emergencies and allows the Emergency Operations Center to coordinate requests for transportation support. Poquoson’s Emergency Operation Plan also recognizes the need to protect emergency re-
Poquoson's authority to regulate emergency services and adopt emergency operations plans may allow it to prioritize locations for emergency response during a hurricane or nor'easter to serve residents and protect emergency responders. If homes along the coast are inaccessible to emergency responders and other accessible residents are at risk, or if rescuing residents poses a threat to emergency responders, Poquoson could prioritize rescue efforts.

Breach, Causation, and Harm

After establishing that Poquoson owes the plaintiff a duty, the plaintiff must also establish that Poquoson breached the duty, the breach caused the plaintiff harm, and damages. A court determines whether a defendant breached a duty to a plaintiff by asking whether the defendant acted reasonably under the circumstances. A court determines whether a breach causes harm by asking whether an act or failure to act leads to an event that would not otherwise occur. Plaintiffs must also prove damages to receive an award. Whether Poquoson acted unreasonably, caused harm, and caused damages will depend on the individual facts of a negligence claim.

Defenses

Sovereign Immunity

If a plaintiff successfully establishes negligence, Poquoson can defeat some negligence claims relating to sea level rise using sovereign immunity. Successful sovereign immunity claims shield the government from liability. Poquoson can likely claim sovereign immunity to avoid liability for injuries resulting from discretionary decisions about roads, drainage, erosion, and flood control works, water services, sewer services, and emergency services. Poquoson cannot claim sovereign immunity for injuries resulting from the failure to maintain roads and sewer services.

Generally, Poquoson can claim sovereign immunity for governmental functions but not for proprietary functions. Governmental functions are either discretionary or performed for the public's benefit. Proprietary functions are either ministerial or performed for the municipality's benefit. When a municipality's function is both governmental and proprietary, the municipality's function is governmental.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Poquoson’s Sovereign Immunity</th>
<th>Poquoson can claim sovereign immunity for:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Discretionary decisions about roads, water, sewer, and emergency services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Failure to maintain drainage, erosion, and flood control works.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Failure to maintain water services if Poquoson provides the water services, not Newport News Waterworks.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Poquoson cannot claim sovereign immunity for:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Failure to maintain roads.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Failure to maintain sewer services.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>· Failure to maintain emergency services.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Poquoson Cannot Claim Sovereign Immunity for the Failure to Maintain Roads

Poquoson cannot claim sovereign immunity for injuries arising from a failure to maintain roads but can claim sovereign immunity for injuries arising from road design flaws and emergency weather conditions. Virginia courts do not grant sovereign immunity to cities that do not maintain roads in a safe condition. Poquoson cannot claim sovereign immunity if it does not maintain flood damaged roads. However, Poquoson cannot be sued for its failure to maintain discontinued roads.

Poquoson can claim sovereign immunity if an injury results from governmental discretionary decisions concerning road construction, design, or placement. In Taylor v. City of Charlottesville, Charlottesville could claim sovereign immunity because its decision to build a dead end street near a creek was a discretionary decision. Similarly, Poquoson can claim sovereign immunity if a plaintiff claims Poquoson negligently built a road in a flood prone area because this is a governmental discretionary decision.

Poquoson can claim sovereign immunity if a plaintiff’s injury arises from conditions during and immediately after a weather emergency. Virginia courts grant sovereign immunity to cities for injuries sustained during and immediately after hurricanes and snowstorms. In Gambrell v. City of Norfolk, Norfolk was not liable when a plaintiff fell on ice in a parking lot because the city prioritized road plowing over parking lot maintenance. Floods are uncontrollable weather events similar to hurricanes and snowstorms during which Poquoson must prioritize emergency response. Poquoson can claim sovereign immunity from tort claims arising from injuries on impaired roads during or immediately after hurricanes or floods because Virginia gives cities discretion to direct emergency response.

Poquoson Can Claim Sovereign Immunity for the Failure to Maintain Drainage, Erosion, and Flood Control Works

Poquoson can claim sovereign immunity for injuries arising from drainage, erosion, and flood control works. Virginia Code § 15.2-970 immunizes cities against claims arising from the “design, maintenance, performance, operation or existence” of drainage, erosion, or flood control works. Poquoson is immune from tort liability under this statute if any drainage, erosion, or flood control projects fail and cause damages. While Poquoson is immune from tort claims alleging failure to maintain drainage, erosion, and flood control works, Poquoson is not immune from takings claims alleging from Poquoson’s failure to maintain these works.

Poquoson Does Not Need Sovereign Immunity to Defend Allegations that Poquoson Failed to Maintain Water Services

Poquoson does not have a duty to maintain water services because Poquoson contracts with Newport News Waterworks to provide water and sewer systems. Poquoson’s tort liability depends on its relationship with Newport News Waterworks, but generally localities are not liable for the negligent acts of parties with whom they contract.

If Poquoson decides to provide water services itself, Poquoson cannot claim sovereign immunity for injuries caused by its failure to maintain water services. Thus, Poquoson cannot claim sovereign immunity for its failure to maintain water services if periodic flooding gradually corrodes pipes because Poquoson has not maintained the pipes.
If Poquoson decides to provide water services itself, Poquoson can claim sovereign immunity for injuries caused by the planning, design, or redesign of water services. Planning, design, and redesign decisions are discretionary decisions immune from tort liability claims. For example, if storm surge causes well maintained pipes along the coast to leak, Poquoson will not be liable for its decision to place the pipes along the coast.

**Poquoson Cannot Claim Sovereign Immunity for the Failure to Maintain Sewer Systems**

Poquoson cannot claim sovereign immunity for injuries caused by the negligent maintenance of its sewer systems. Thus, Poquoson cannot claim sovereign immunity for injuries resulting from its failure to repair aging pumping facilities or pipes gradually corroding from saltwater intrusion.

Poquoson can claim sovereign immunity for injuries caused by the “design and planning of sewer systems.” Design and planning decisions are discretionary and receive sovereign immunity. Poquoson will not be liable if storm surge causes a pumping station located near the coast to fail because the pumping station’s location is a discretionary planning decision.

**Poquoson Can Claim Sovereign Immunity for the Failure to Provide Emergency Services**

Poquoson may claim sovereign immunity for injuries caused by its failure to provide emergency services. In *Edwards v. City of Portsmouth*, the Virginia Supreme Court extended sovereign immunity to Portsmouth when a plaintiff’s husband did not receive emergency medical services. The court granted sovereign immunity to Portsmouth because the city exercised its police powers to provide emergency medical services. However, the court decided *Edwards* before Virginia law required localities to “seek to ensure” emergency services are available. While there are no cases deciding whether sovereign immunity is still available for a city’s failure to provide emergency services now that localities shall “seek to ensure” emergency services are available, cases still cite *Edwards* approvingly. Thus, Poquoson can claim sovereign immunity for the failure to provide emergency services because Poquoson is exercising police powers to provide emergency services.

**Poquoson Cannot Use the Public Duty Defense to Avoid Tort Liability for Injuries Resulting from Sea Level Rise**

Poquoson cannot use the public duty defense to bar claims arising from injuries caused by roads, drainage, erosion, or flood control works, water services, sewer services, and emergency medical services. The public duty defense bars claims against the government where the government only has a duty to the general public and not to a specific individual. Virginia’s Supreme Court in *Commonwealth v. Burns* recently limited the public duty defense to cases where public officials have the duty to control the acts of a third party and the third party commits a criminal act. The court limited the public duty defense because sovereign immunity already provides “sufficient protection” for public officials. A prior case analyzed the public duty doctrine in the context of...
emergency medical services. However, Commonwealth v. Burns likely bars application of the public duty defense in cases involving injuries caused by roads, drainage, erosion, or flood control works, water and sewer systems, and emergency medical services.

**Conclusion**

Sea level rise could damage Poquoson’s local government services. Poquoson’s tort liability for injuries caused by local government services depends on the service involved. Poquoson may be liable for negligence claims alleging the failure to maintain roads and sewer services. Poquoson can avoid liability for the failure to maintain roads by discontinuing roads. Poquoson may not be liable for negligence claims alleging failure to maintain drainage, erosion, and flood control works, water services operated by Newport News Waterworks, or emergency services. Poquoson also may not be liable for discretionary decisions about roads, sewer services, and emergency services.
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